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Activist, Sculptor and Author James “Bud” Bottoms
Releases Latest Children’s Book Dedicated to the Environment
Media review and promotion copies available upon request.
James “Bud” Bottoms is internationally famous for his marine mammal
sculptures, fountains and monuments. He is now also writing and illustrating
wonderful books teaching ethics and environmentalism to children.
“Grandmother Mountain” is full of outstanding color illustrations that
correspond to the story of a majestic mountain and the animals that call her
their home. One day, the mountain is corrupted and intruded upon, resulting
in a terrible conflagration and finally a settling and cooling down. In the end,
this is a story of the great mountain’s majesty, destruction, resurrection and
resilience in the face of adversity. All in all, a valuable lesson for children and
families today
Bud has also just released a reprint of his “Davey and the Giant Oil Monster
(GOM),” which focuses on the damage done by the oil industry on our precious
coasts and wildlife. Bud’s wonderful illustrations will hopefully encourage
children and their families everywhere to help clean up our environment before
it is too late.
Bud’s “Kid Ethics” titles
teach values like
integrity, honesty and
justice to children. Mr.
Bottoms takes the letters of the alphabet and assigns an ethic
to each that are then explained with short stories to which
everyone can relate. They are accompanied by the author’s
charming illustrations that can be colored in by the reader. A
two-line rhyme summarizes the ethic, making it fun to
understand.
We are proud of Bud’s contributions to children everywhere,
and will be happy to provide additional information upon
request. You can reach Bud directly at (805) 962-3113.
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“Grandmother Mountain” by James “Bud” Bottoms – ISBN: 978-0-9824870-9-9
“Davey and the GOM (Giant Oil Monster) by James “Bud” Bottoms - ISBN: 978-0-9795444-1-5
“Kid Ethics 2” by James “Bud” Bottoms – ISBN: 978-0-9794863-1-9
“Kid Ethics 1” by James “Bud” Bottoms – ISBN: 978-0-9794863-0-2

